ABSTRACT Since Internet has become an excellent source of consumer reviews, the area of sentiment analysis (also called sentiment extraction, opinion mining, opinion extraction, and sentiment mining) has seen a large increase in academic interest over the last few years. Sentiment analysis mines opinions at word, sentence, and document levels, and gives sentiment polarities and strengths of articles. As known, the opinions of consumers are expressed in sentiment Chinese phrases. But due to the fuzziness of Chinese characters, traditional machine learning techniques can not represent the opinion of articles very well. In this paper, we propose a multi-strategy sentiment analysis method with semantic fuzziness to solve the problem. The results show that this hybrid sentiment analysis method can achieve a good level of effectiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is currently not only an important source of information, but also a platform of expressing views and sharing experiences. In this network, we can easily collect reviews about products or services.
Sentiment analysis is useful in commercial intelligence application environment and recommender systems [1] , [2] , because it is a very convenient channel for the two ends of the supply to communicate. In the sentiment analysis, many strategies and techniques were used, such as machine learning [3] , polarity lexicons [4] , natural language processing, and psychometric scales, which determine different types of sentiment analysis, such as assumptions made, method reveals, and validation datasets.
At present, sentiment analysis is made at three levels: word, sentence, and document, of which the sentence and the document are usually used in most current studies. The wordlevel, the fundamental, and consequently the more significant and more challenging level, however, is seldom studied.
For Chinese as a language, actually short sentiment phrases of one or two Chinese characters are most fuzzy in meaning. Traditional machine learning techniques can't represent this characteristic. So a new hybrid sentiment analysis is proposed in this study, which comprehensively uses Zadeh's fuzzy set theory [5] , machine learning theory, and the method based on polarity lexicons. It considers adversative conjunctions, such as ' ' (but)'', '' (while)'', '' (however)'', etc. For the characteristics of Chinese language, we increase the weight of sentences which contain such conjunctions. Furthermore, it also considers opinion operators, e.g., '' (say)'', '' (present)'', '' (suggest)'', etc. If a sentence contains such phrases, it's regarded as a neutral opinion.
The three standard machine learning algorithms for sentiment analysis are NB (Naive Bayes), ME (MaxEnt, or Maximum Entropy), and SVMs (Support Vector Machines). For simplicity of the experiment, we only choose NB and SVMs.
The following sections are covered in this study: the existing work about sentiment analysis in the Section 2, description of our algorithm in Section 3, experiments and discussion in Section 4, conclusion in Section 5, acknowledgement in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORKS
Western scholars started the sentiment analysis earlier. They first determined the sentiment tendency of words or phrases and quantified them as a measure of real values [6] , which can be further used to determine the sentiment tendency of sentences and paragraphs. They analyzed the sentiment tendency of text through machine learning methods or methods based on polarity lexicon.
Previous work showed that traditional sentiment analysis approaches can be quite effective. To automate the analysis of sentiment materials, different approaches were used for the prediction for the sentiments of words, expressions and also documents [7] , which include Natural Language Processing (NLP) and pattern-based [8] - [11] , machine learning algorithms, for example NB, ME, SVM [12] , and unsupervised learning [13] . Kim and Hovy [14] first produced a synonym set of candidate words with unknown emotions. Govindarajan [15] proposed a method of sentiment analysis on restaurant reviews using hybrid classification technology.
While most researchers focus on machine learning-based sentiment analysis, others focus on polarity lexicons-based methods [16] . Kamps et al. [17] determined word sentiment orientation after calculating their semantic distance with their benchmarks in the WordNet [18] synonym structure chart. Wang et al. [19] first studied the characters about the sentiment phrases in the NTUSD polarity word bank to obtain their polarities and strengths based on their characters. Cambria [20] adopted human-computer interaction, information retrieval and multi-modal signal processing technologies to extract people's sentiments among the ever-growing online social database.
Since each of the above studies had limited coverage [21] and short comings in prediction, we must consider semantic fuzziness when building sentiment lexicon. This paper proposed a new approach, i.e. Multi-Strategy sentiment analysis based on semantic fuzziness, which is a mix of machine learning and sentiment lexicons-based approach.
III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION A. SENTIMENT LEXICON CONSTRUCTION
As previously mentioned, sentiment analysis at word-level, as the fundamental, is very significant and more challenging. So, our first step was to construct a sentiment lexicon, concluding sentiment polarities and strengths of words. We defined two types of emotional phrases: fundamental and compound, which are defined below:
Fundamental sentiment phrases are those which comprise not more than two characters and without negative phrases or modifiers.
Compound sentiment phrases are those which comprise more than two characters or contain negative phrases or modifiers.
The sentiment phrases were collected from HowNet and NTUSD as [11] , the amount of which are shown in Table 1 . 
1) FUNDAMENTAL SENTIMENT PHRASES ANALYSIS
As the smallest component of Chinese phrases, a character is often found in phrases of same polarity [4] , [19] , according to the researches of some philologists and scholar. Our method, though partly refers to [19] , takes its focus on the fuzziness of Chinese, in which its polarity strengths of the phrases are determined with an interval in the Gaussian model based on the fuzzy set theory [5] , rather than based on a specific value.
According to reference [4] , [22] , a character's polarity in test phrases is calculated after analyzing the distribution statistically and quantitatively in the polarity lexicon. The Equations (1) and (2) represent the character's sentiment tendency.
Where fp ci and fn ci are the respective denotation of the frequency of a character ci in positive phrases and negative phrases [22] , which shall firstly be calculated for a character. P ci and N ci denote the weight of the character ci as a positive character and a negative character; n and m are amount of a specific character in positive phrases and negative phrases. Pci-Nci in Equation (3) determines the sentiment tendency of the character ci. If the value Pci-Nci is positive, the character is more in positive phrases;
S ci is tendency of the character ci. η s ((P ci − N ci ) is a Gaussian density function with (P ci − N ci ) and δ as its mean and covariance respectively [22] . Random(η s ((P ci − N ci )) means to randomly choose a value of the character ci for its tendency from this density function. According to studies [23] , [24] , we use the distribution model in the sentiment analysis of the semantic fuzziness.
Equation (4) defines that the strength of a Chinese sentiment phrase w is averaged at the tendency values of its characters c1, c2, . . ., cp.
By this means, S w of the phrase w is calculated. For those characters without polarity strength, a default value zero is used.
2) COMPOUND SENTIMENT PHRASES ANALYSIS
Considering the complexity in the analysis of compound sentiment phrases, we should classify the discussion [25] . We designed seven specific formulas in line with features of Chinese phrases combined with Sigmoid function:.
a: DEGREE ADVERB PLUS FUNDAMENTAL PHRASE
For phrases like '' (very beautiful)'', we firstly obtain the modifier strength S x2 of the degree adverb '' (very)'' from its lexicon, then calculate strength S x1 of the fundamental phrase '' (beautiful)'', and use Formula (5) to calculate polarity and strength of the phrases.
µ is a displacement parameter of 0.5.
b: FREQUENCY ADVERB PLUS FUNDAMENTAL PHRASE
For phrases like '' (sloppy occasionally)'', we first obtain the modifier strength S x2 of the adverb '' (occasionally)'' from its lexicon, then calculate S x1 of the phrase '' (sloppy)'', finally use Formula (5) to calculate the polarity and strength of this kind of phrases.
c: FUNDAMENTAL PHRASE PLUS FUNDAMENTAL PHRASE
For phrases like '' (simple and generous)'', we first calculate the respective polarity strength S x1 and S x2 of the fundamental phrases '' (simple)'' and '' (generous)''; then use formula (6) to calculate the polarity and strength of the phrases [22] .
For sentiment phrases like '' (happy-happy)'', firstly extract fundamental phrase '' (happy)'' and calculate S x1 ; then use formula (7) to calculate the polarity and strength of phrases in this type.
e: NEGATIVE PHRASE PLUS FUNDAMENTAL SENTIMENT PHRASE For sentiment phrases like '' (imperfect)'', firstly calculate S x1 of the fundamental phrase '' (perfect)'', then use Equation (8) to calculate the polarity and strength of this kind of phrases.
f: NEGATIVE CHARACTER PLUS DEGREE ADVERB/ FREQUENCY ADVERB PLUS FUNDAMENTAL PHRASE
For phrases like '' (not too serious)'', firstly calculate the respective polarity strength S x2 and S x1 of the basic phrases '' (too)'' and '' (serious)'', then use formula (9) to calculate the polarity and strength of this kind of phrases.
After defining methods for the calculation of the strengths of both fundamental and compound phrases, we can construct a sentiment lexicon, concluding the sentiment phrases and strengths of the phrases. Before that, we first need to construct a user dictionary. As known, it is necessary to tokenize articles for the discussion of their polarities. But general tokenizer, such as ICTCLAS, 1 can only get fundamental sentiment phrases. If we want to get compound sentiment phrases, we need to add a user dictionary where users could define compound sentiment phrases. The user dictionary can be got by conditional random fields (CRFs). We use ICTCLAS with user dictionary to tokenize training corpus and extract sentiment phrases. For each sentiment phrase, we calculate its strength according to our above methods. These sentiment phrases and their strengths constitute the sentiment lexicon.
B. MULTI-STRATEGY SENTIMENT ANALYSIS OF SVM
SVM (Support vector machine), is a machine learning classification technique which is highly effective at traditional text categorization. It seeks a decision hyperplane and divides the data sets in two types.
In sentiment analysis, SVM can tell the sentiment polarities of articles according to a feature vector that is composed of sentiment features. The feature vector is described as F = {f 1 , f 2 , . . . . . . , f m }, a set of features extracted from training corpus. It's common to use sentiment phrases within the training corpus as a sentiment feature f i in the feature vector. Though there are other ways to represent sentiment features, most researchers tend to use sentiment phrases as features, because they are basic symbols of sentiment information.
For each sentiment phrase, we need to measure it with a certain weight value. There are different methods of weighting feature phrases, for example Document Frequency (DF), Feature Presence (FP) and Term Frequency (TF) -Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). We believe that phrase with big frequency difference in two kinds Balanced Corpus makes much contribution to sentiment classification. So, these phrases should be used as features, and when a phrase appears equal in two kinds of corpus, it has poor classification ability and should be abandoned. We call our method as Relative Document Frequency (RDF).
where DF 1 (t) and DF 2 (t) denote the frequency of feature t in document 1 and document 2. n i (d) is amount of feature f 1 occurring in training corpus, and the support vector for sentiment analysis in SVM is d =
After defining support vector d in SVM, basic SVM tokenize each article in training corpus with a tokenizer and extract sentiment phrases. Then they can train the support vectors according to the training corpus to maximize the accuracy in sentiment classification for training corpus. And then test the support vector on test corpus. We call them basic SVM. Here we propose the multi-strategy sentiment analysis method based on SVM. In our method, we add a user dictionary to tokenizer and construct a sentiment lexicon. We construct another sentiment vector which is composed of features in sentiment lexicon. It can be described as S = s 1 , s 2, . . . . . . , s m , s i is a sentiment phrase in the lexicon. w 1 (c) is the weight of the feature s 1 in the lexicon, and then we can get another vector c = {w
In this method, we get support vector by Equation (11) .
where
ε is amplification factor which can increase the proportion of c in V . We train the vector V with a training corpus and then use it in the test corpus.
C. MULTI-STRATEGY SENTIMENT ANALYSIS BASED ON NB
The Naïve Bayes (NB) algorithm is widely used in document categorization as a classification. Given feature labels, it computes the posterior probabilities of a document corresponding to different classes and then assigns it to the highest probability class. In sentiment analysis, Naïve Bayes first deals with labeled training corpus where the sentiment polarities of each document are known. It tokenizes each article in training corpus and extracts sentiment words. Then it computes the posterior probability of each sentiment word according to Equation (12) and records them in a probability table.
When we need to tell the sentiment polarities of a document, we tokenize the document and extract sentiment phrases. Then we get their posterior probabilities from the probability table and count the total posterior probabilities of sentiment phrases. Finally, we assign the document to the sentiment polarity with higher total posterior probability.
Here, we propose the multi-strategy sentiment analysis method based on NB. We need also get a posterior probability table. Besides, we need a sentiment lexicon described in section 3.1. When we determine the polarity of a document, we first tokenize the document with a tokenizer, and in our method we add a user directory to the tokenizer. Particularly, when we compute the total posterior probabilities of a phrase, we add the values P i got by Equation (13) rather than the posterior probability.
where P is posterior probability in the probability table and T is the sentiment value in the sentiment lexicon. Both P and T take values in [0, 1], and τ control the probability that P and T take in P i . After computing the total values of phrases, we use traditional equations (14)(15)to get the document value:
where m denotes amount of phrases in a sentence, n denotes amount of sentences in a Document. S(Sentence) and S(Document), are the sentiment value of sentence and Document, respectively. In addition, in our method, we consider the function of adversative conjunctions especially. As we all know, the phrases behind the adversative conjunction usually can reveal the opinion of the writer, and therefore, we need to pay more attention to these adversative conjunctions. When we meet adversative conjunctions, we will consider more the sentiment polarities of the sentiment phrases behind adversative conjunctions.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

A. PERFORMANCE OF SENTIMENT PHRASE ANALYSIS
We divide the degree/frequency adverbs in five categories regarding their change degree and value them respectively referring to [18] . The orientation value is ranged from −1 to +1, of which +1 is upper limit commendation, whereas −1 is lower limit derogation.
Tendencies of characters are calculated with all phrases collected by us. A lexicon including 500 fundamental phrases and 300 compound phrases, so as to build up testing sets. The phrases are annotated with 3 annotators for their polarities and strengths. The deviation threshold α of the orientation value in artificial judgment of 0.3 under correct polarity judgment (since people have subjective sentiment judgments, with differences more or less, same figure is used.) is allowed as Table 2 and Fig.1 . FSs and CSs are short respectively for the fundamental phrases and the compound phrases. Table 2 and Figure 1 indicate that the methods considering semantic fuzziness allow the best performance in both FSs and CSs.
Experiment Data: Review of consumer products and services is playing an increasingly important part in the purchase decision making of consumers. This paper chooses the corpus from the website 2 which is a balanced corpus with 3000 positive and negative consumer reviews about hotel respectively. 2500 positive and 2500 negative consumer reviews were sampled as training corpus, with the rest as test corpus.
B. PERFORMANCE OF MULTI-STRATEGY SENTIMENT ANALYSIS BASED ON SVM
We make the experiment with the above corpus with the basic SVM and our multi-strategy sentiment analysis method based on SVM. Here we call our method as enhanced SVM.
In the enhanced SVM, we need to combine the sentiment values vector and the feature vector in the basic SVM to get a new vector. Firstly, we make experiments to test whether the vector dimension affects the accuracy of the basic SVM and the enhanced SVM. The result of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2 .
As Fig. 1 . Shows, when the dimension of vectors changes, the basic SVM and the enhanced SVM have different accuracies. Firstly, the accuracy increases with the dimension of the vector. When the dimension is approximately 400, the accuracy of the basic SVM and the enhanced SVM is best. If the dimension increases, the accuracy will remain unchanged firstly and then descends. Certainly, if the document is larger, the optimal dimension of vector is 400, but the experiment reveals the variation trend of the accuracy.
Then we make experiments to test the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score when the vector dimension is 400, with the result in Table 3 and Fig.3 . As shown, the results of the enhanced SVM are better than the basic SVM.
Performance of Multi-Strategy Sentiment Analysis Based on NB:
We make experiments on the above corpus with Naïve 2 http://www.searchforum.org.cn/tansongbo/senti_corpus.jsp Bayes and our multi-strategy sentiment analysis method based on NB. Here, we call our method as enhanced NB. As described in section 3.3, this method considers the adversative conjunctions (AD), and we want to know whether the adversative conjunctions influence the result. Therefore, we make experiments with NB, enhanced NB with adversative conjunctions, and NB without adversative conjunctions. Table 4 and Fig.4 represents the result of the three methods. Table 4 indicates that the enhanced NB without adversative conjunctions gets higher accuracy than the NB. The enhanced NB with adversative conjunctions gets better result than the enhanced NB, and especially it gets higher accuracy in negative experiment data, because adversative conjunctions usually mean negative opinions.
We also notice that the enhanced NB doesn't get very high accuracy, though it is higher than the NB. One reason is because the polarity lexicon does not include all emotional phrases though its scale is growing, and consequently deviations occur in the calculation. Another reason comes from the fuzziness of Chinese phrases, which means that no Chinese character has a standard polarity and strength value and we have to approximate to it. The third reason is because there is not enough analysis of sentence meaning. For instance, the phrase '' (pride)'' is positive in the sentence '' (The four great inventions of ancient China is a pride of Chinese.)'', but it expresses negatively in another sentence '' (Arrogance is one of his less attractive characteristics.)''.
V. CONCLUSION
A new method for the calculation of polarities and strengths of Chinese sentiment phrases is proposed in this study, which could be used to analyze semantic fuzziness of Chinese. It uses a probability value, rather than a fixed value for the polarity strengths of sentiment phrases, compared with the conventional methods. According to the polarities and strengths of those phrases, we propose two multi-strategy sentiment analysis methods respectively based on SVM and NB. Particularly, in the method based on NB, we consider adversative conjunctions. The two methods could be used for the sentiment analysis of documents. The feasibility and effectiveness of our methods is proved.
For future work, we are going to research in areas of quantitative analysis of modifiers, and analyze compound sentiment phrases of syntactical structure to find better methods for sentiment analysis. Besides, we will research on fuzzy evaluation of article since the fuzzy semantic of Chinese.
